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Ref: HH-002965  Apartment, Guardamar Del Segura 139,900€

N/A 87m² 3 2

Penthouse apartment with 3 bedrooms and lovely views in Eden, Guardamar del Segura. It is a pleasure to present this nice top floor
apartment located in the popular urbanization in Eden outside Guardamar. The apartment is situated on the first floor. From the
stairways you enter upon a covered terrace were you find the main entrance. You enter into a nice and bright living room, with a
kitchen bar solution. On this level there is also two bedrooms and a shared bathroom. On the first floor of the apartment there is
another bedroom and as well a bathroom. From this level you enter out to the large roof terrace, with wonderful views over the area.
Here you can enjoy sun or shade all year around, depending of what you prefer. There is underfloor heating in the bathrooms,
hallways and in the lounge. The property is sold fully furnished, you can just pack your suitcase and move straight in.Outdoor areaThe
community pool is just across the street, which you can see from the terrace. Below the covered terrace there is a private parkings
space for a small car, and as well under the stairway you can park your bikes. Some neighbors have built the area under the stairs to
a storage room that c...

Important Notice: These details have been produced in good faith and are believed to be accurate based upon the information supplied but they are not intended to form part of a contract. You are strongly advised to

check the availability of the property before travelling any distance to view. Any intending purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these

particulars.


